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By the elementary theory of linear differential equations, there exists a
solution «! 7^ 0 (resp u2 + 0) of y" - q(x)y = 0 satisfying the condition
^iui(a) + &iwi(tf) = 0 (resP h2u2(b) + k2u'2(b) = ff), and % and w2 are /?of
proportional (otherwise there would be a nontrivial solution of (11.7.3) with
X = 0 satisfying both boundary conditions (1 1 .7.2)) ; hence a^y solution of
y" — #(x)j; = 0 can be written in a unique way y = c^ -f c2 u2 with constant
coefficients clyc2, and the function u^xju'^x) — u2(x)u((x) is a constant
d ^ 0 (by (8.14.1 )). We now have only to choose the constants ci9 c2 such that
the function K, equal to c±uv for a < x ^ t, to c2 u2fort^x^ b, should be
defined and continuous at the point t, and satisfy condition (c), which yields
the relations
-<?2 4(0=1
and therefore gives c± = ~~u2(t)/d, c2 = — w1(/)/rf as the solution of our
problem.
We say (by abuse of language) that Kf is the elementary solution of
y" — q(x)y = Q corresponding to the singularity t (cf. Chap. XXIII); the
function (t,x)-*Kt(x) is also written K(^ x) and called the Green function
corresponding to the Sturm-Liouville problem under consideration. It is
only defined for a<t<b, a^x^b, equal to —u^u^x^/d for x ^ t, to
— w1(/)w2(x)/^/for x ^ /, hence is continuous., and moreover can be extended by
continuity for t = a and t = b by taking K(#, x) = — "W1(a)w2(-\:)/J and
K(b, x) == —u2(b)ul(x)/d'9 in addition it has the symmetry property
(11.7.7)	K(f, x) = K(x, /)
as follows at once from its expression.
(11.7.8)	7/i  order  that a function y(x)  be  a  solution   of the  equation
y" — q(x)y =/M and verify the boundary conditions (11.7.2), it Is necessary
and sufficient that y(x) = —     K(t, x)f(t) dt (f being a   complex-valued
regulated function in I, which is continuous except at a finite number of
points of I).
(a)   Sufficiency.   As
X*) = ^ f «2(0/(0 dt + ^
d   Jx	d   Jfl
the verification of the differential equation (at the points where /is contin-
uous) and of the boundary conditions, reduces to routine computations of
derivatives (and use of (8.7.3)).

